the Chicago Daily Times, a Democratic
paper):
“For one, I am opposed to negro citizenship in any form. [Cheers–Times] I
believe that this government was made
on the white basis. [‘Good,’–Times] I
believe it was made by white men for
the benefit of white men and their posterity forever, and I am in favor of confining the citizenship to white men–men
of European birth and European descent,
instead of conferring it upon Negroes
and Indians, and other inferior races.
[‘Good for you. Douglas forever,’–
Times]”
Douglas, of course, won the election.
Nor, even after the end of the war,
during congressional debates on the 14th
Amendment–which today is considered
the cornerstone of federal enforcement
of egalitarian policies–even then, there
was no endorsement of racial equality.
Thaddeus Stevens, whom constitutional
historian Raoul Berger calls the “foremost Radical” in Congress, was not in
the least committed to black voting. He
was mainly concerned with perpetuating the domination of the Republican
Party. It suddenly began to dawn on the
Radicals that with the abolition of slavery, the three-fifths clause of the Constitution, which had limited Southern
representation in Congress, was no
longer meaningful. The result would be
that Southern representation in Congress
would be vastly increased to the point
that the South, just defeated in the war,
would suddenly gain political dominance.
As Professor Berger writes, “Now
each voteless freedman counted as a
whole person; and in the result Southern States would be entitled to increased
representation and, with the help of
Northern Democrats, would have, as
Thaddeus Stevens pointed out at the very
outset of the 39th Congress, ‘a majority
in Congress and in the Electoral College.’ With equal candor he said that the
Southern States ‘ought never to be recognized as valid states, until the Constitution shall be amended . . . as to secure
perpetual ascendancy’ to the Republican Party.”
The 14th Amendment was passed in
order to grant the federal government the
authority to enforce the Civil Rights Act
of 1866, and the meaning of the language of the amendment is clarified by
the debates over the earlier law. The
Civil Rights Act was mainly intended
to overcome the so-called “Black
American Renaissance

Codes” imposed on blacks after the end
of slavery and the war, and it gave to
“the inhabitants of every race”. . . “the
same right to make and enforce contracts, to sue, be parties, and give evidence, to inherit, purchase, lease, sell,
hold and convey real and personal property, and to full and equal
benefit of all laws and proceedings for the security of
person and property, and
shall be subject to like punishment . . . and no other.”
In explaining the language
of the bill to the House, Rep.
James Wilson of Iowa,
chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, was explicit about the limits of the
bill:
“What do these terms
mean? Do they mean that in
all things, civil, social, political, all citizens, without distinction
of race or color, shall be equal? By no
means can they be so construed. . . . Nor
do they mean that all citizens shall sit
on juries, or that their children shall attend the same schools. These are not
civil rights and immunities. Well, what
is the meaning? What are civil rights? I
understand civil rights to be simply the
absolute rights of individuals, such as
‘The right of personal security, the right
of personal liberty, and the right to acquire and enjoy property.’ ”
Rep. James Patterson of New Hampshire, a supporter of the 14th Amendment, said much the same. He was opposed to “any law discriminating against
[blacks] in the security of life, liberty,
person, property and the proceeds of
their labor. These civil rights all should
enjoy. Beyond this I am not prepared to
go, and those pretended friends who urge
political and social equality . . . are . . .
the worst enemies of the colored race.”
Republican Senator Lyman Trumbull of
Illinois, who drafted the Civil Rights
Bill, concurred. “This bill is applicable
exclusively to civil rights. It does not
propose to regulate political rights of
individuals; it has nothing to do with the
right of suffrage, or any other political
right.”
What the framers of the Civil Rights
Bill of 1866 and the 14th Amendment
were proposing, in other words, was simply to extend to the emancipated black
slaves what is generally called “equality under the law,” a concept of equality
that merely recognizes the equality of

citizens and does not rest on any supposition of the natural equality of human
beings. Equality under the law demands
that the same fundamental civil rights
belong to all citizens–what are often
called the “Blackstonean rights” of life,
personal liberty, and property–and which
were generally agreed to be
the content of the “inalienable rights” mentioned in
the Declaration.
But these basic civil
rights were sharply distinguished from “political
rights” such as voting or
holding office. The Blackstonean rights are fundamental because it is not possible
for an individual citizen to
function without them–to
live without security of being murdered or being abducted or imprisoned or enslaved or having his property stolen. If
the black population were not going to
be enslaved and not going to be colonized abroad, it was essential that exslaves possess these basic civil rights
simply in order to function in society;
but the Blackstonean civil rights have
nothing to do with voting, holding political office, sitting on juries, racial intermarriage, getting a job or being promoted, or school integration, which is
what the concept of “civil rights” has
come to mean today.
It would be possible to continue with
an almost inexhaustible list of quotations
from prominent American statesmen and
intellectual leaders well into the twentieth century abjuring any belief in the
equality of the races or any belief that
non-white races should or can have the
same political position as whites in the
United States. I will not rehearse all of
them, but my purpose in what I have said
so far is not to invoke all these institutions and ideas about race in American
history as a model of what we should
seek to restore or because I necessarily
agree with all the views of race that have
been expressed throughout our history
(indeed, some of them are more or less
contradictory), but to reinforce two
points: First, we are not and never were
a “universal nation” or a “proposition
country” defined by the equality clause
of the Declaration or the bromides of the
Gettysburg Address. On the contrary
we–Americans in general and our public leaders in particular–repeatedly and
continuously recognized the reality and
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importance of race and the propriety of
the white race occupying the “superior
position,” and indeed it is difficult to
think of any other white-majority nation
in history in which recognition of the
reality of race has been so deeply imbedded in its thinking and institutions
as in the United States.
Second, whatever we think of that
history and its recognition of race, we
have to understand that the current propaganda line about being a universal
nation is not only a totally false account
of American history but also is a prescription for a total rejection of the
American past and the national identity
as we have always known it. Racial universalism is not simply an adjustment
or a “reform,” let alone a continuation
of the proper direction of American history, but a revolutionary reconstruction
of the American identity.
In a 1996 article and a later book on
Thomas Jefferson, historian Conor
Cruise O’Brien demands that we eject
Jefferson from our national pantheon
precisely because of his views of race.
O’Brien has a point that is perfectly logical if you accept his premise that
America should be, even if it never has
been, a universal nation. If indeed we
are or should be a universal nation, then
Thomas Jefferson must go. If indeed race
is a meaningless “social construct” and
a device for repression and exploitation
as we are commanded to believe, then
Jefferson was one of the main architects
of and spokesmen for racial tyranny. But
let us be aware that Jefferson is not the

only god who has to be dethroned. If
Jefferson must go, so must George
Washington, and indeed, Washington’s
name has already been removed from a
public school in New Orleans because
he was a slaveholder.
But Abraham Lincoln has to go as
well, and so must Theodore Roosevelt
and the leaders of the American Colonization Society and the framers of the
14th Amendment and so must virtually
every other president and public leader
in American history. You cannot have it
both ways: either you define the AmeriAmerican Renaissance

can nation as the product of its past and
learn to live with the reality of race and
the reality of the racial particularism and
racial nationalism that in part defines our
national history, or you reject race as
meaningful and important, as anything
more than skin color and gross morphology, and demand that anyone, past or
present, who believes or believed that
race means anything more than that be
demonized and excluded from any positive status in our history or the formation of our identity. If you reject race,
then you reject America as it has really
existed throughout its history, and whatever you mean by “America” has to
come from something other than its real
past.
That of course is exactly what President Clinton is telling us when he gloats
that “we literally can live without in effect having a dominant European culture. We want to become a multiracial,
multiethnic society.” And that also is
what we are being told by contemporary
liberalism. In 1997, the New Republic
published an article by George P.
Fletcher, professor at the Columbia Law
School, in which Prof. Fletcher argued
that “The republic created in 1789 is
long gone. It died with the 600,000
Americans killed in the Civil War. That
conflict decided once and forever that
the People and the States do not have
the power to govern their local lives
apart from the nation as a whole. The
People have no power either to secede
as states or to abolish the national government.”
The reason the Old Republic died,
according to Professor Fletcher, is that
it “was grounded in a contradiction” that
“glorified the freedom of some and condoned the slavery of others.” The new
Constitution, he tells us, “begins to take
hold in the Gettysburg Address, in which
Lincoln skips over the original Constitution and reconstitutes it according to
the principles of equality articulated in
the Declaration of Independence.” As a
matter of historical fact, Professor
Fletcher is more or less correct. The Civil
War did destroy the Old Republic, and
the new state that arose from it is defined, at least today, as a universalist and
egalitarian regime based on the equality
proposition of the Declaration. What he
does not tell us, however, is how the new
regime can be a legitimate one, since it
is, by his own admission, simply the result of victorious military power and not
of consent or legal authorization by the

representatives of the old regime. It is
easy enough to destroy an existing constitutional order, but quite a different
matter to construct one.
Nevertheless, the significance of Prof.
Fletcher’s article is that it makes perfectly clear what we are facing from the
contemporary supporters of universalism, whether of the left like Prof.
Fletcher himself or President Clinton or
of the “right” like John Miller. What we
are facing and what they are advocating
is in no sense a continuation of American history or the American national
identity as it has existed throughout our

If you reject race, then
you reject America as it
has really existed
throughout its history,
and whatever you mean
by “America” has to
come from something
other than its real past.
history, but rather a revolutionary reconstruction of the nation, a reconstruction
that ruthlessly follows the logic of Mr.
O’Brien’s exclusion of Jefferson in excluding just about everything else characteristic of the Old Republic. The old
identity and everything associated with
it have to be excluded because their
embrace of non-egalitarian and non-universalist institutions are simply incompatible with the new republic. Once we
understand that, most of the universalists’ actions, policies, and ideas are perfectly logical. What they are aiming at
is precisely what William Wiecik described in a passage I quoted earlier, “a
revolutionary change in the original constitutional system, truly a new order of
the ages not foreseen, anticipated, or
desired by the framers.”
And not desired by most Americans
today, either, at least not by those white
Americans who grasp what is going on.
As Peter Brimelow notes in his book on
immigration, Alien Nation, Americans
have never been asked whether they
think it’s a good thing for their nation to
undergo the transition from a white majority to a non-white majority country.
They have indeed been lied to about the
transition, in being told in 1965 that it
wouldn’t happen, but until President
Clinton embraced it last year, no president has even bothered to mention it.
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If white Americans do not desire the
transition, they still have a short time to
prevent it and to try to salvage what is
left of the Old Republic most of them
still imagine they live in, and if they do
wish to salvage it, they will have to re-

ject, as clearly and firmly as the original
Framers did, the universalism and egalitarianism that now threaten to destroy
them and their race. Political philosophies and constitutional forms come and
go, but nations–peoples and races–re-

main. Yet without the common blood
that made us a nation in the first place,
there will be no American nation, no
matter what abstractions and forms we
W
vainly invoke.
Dr. Francis is a syndicated columnist.

Unlucky to be White
Arnold Krammer, Undue Process: The Untold Story of America’s German Alien Internees,
Rowman & Littlefield, 1997, $27.95, 209 pp.

America’s forgotten wartime German internees.

and aliens, that is now represented as a
shameful example of “racism,” but Prof.
Krammer’s book puts this policy in
proper perspective.

reviewed by Joseph E. Fallon
Internment of Enemy Aliens

S

ince 1948, the internment and relocation policies implemented by
the Roosevelt Administration during World War II have been presented
by Congress, the news media, some historians, and the Japanese-American
lobby as an expression of racist war hysteria against Japanese living in the
United States.
This distortion of history has been
used to justify financial compensation
to “victims” of those policies on nine
separate occasions between 1948 and
1992. It has now become part of the ideology of “white racism” and a precedent
for demands by blacks for reparations
because of slavery and by Hispanics
because of the Mexican-American War.
In Undue Process: The Untold Story
of America’s German Alien Internees,
Arnold Krammer, professor of history
at Texas A&M University, describes the
extensive wartime policy of interning
Europeans–a policy that has disappeared
from history books and that gives the lie
to the now orthodox view that Japanese
relocation was a race-based policy. Using government documents, newspaper
accounts, and interviews with former
internees, Prof. Krammer has documented the officially-forgotten history
of the internment of Germans and German-Americans.
It is important at the outset to distinguish between internment and relocation. Internment was literal incarceration, and was reserved primarily for enemy aliens. Relocation was the requirement that people considered to be threats
to American security–some of whom
were U.S. citizens–move out of the
Western part of the United States. It is
the relocation of Japanese, both citizens
American Renaissance

According to a 1798 law still on the
books, an enemy alien is any citizen of
a country at war with the United States.
He need not show hostility towards the
U.S. to be included in this category.
While not all enemy aliens are interned,
by law only enemy aliens can be interned, and internment often leads to

deportation. U.S. citizens may “voluntarily” join their enemy alien spouses or
parents in internment.
Prof. Krammer points out that President Roosevelt’s internment policy followed a precedent set by Woodrow Wilson, who interned approximately 6,300
enemy aliens during the First World War.
This number included crewmen from
German and Austro-Hungarian ships
visiting U.S. ports at the time war was
declared, and nationals of Germany and
Austria-Hungary living in the United
States. Approximately one third of the
World War I internees were repatriated
to Europe, and the last internees were
not released until April 1920–seventeen
months after the war ended. German
nationals not interned were required to

register at post offices and carry a government registration card at all times.
They were also forbidden to, among
other things, “own guns, radios, or explosives” or “live within a half-mile of
munitions factories, aircraft stations,
forts, arsenals, or naval vessels.”
President Roosevelt’s internment
policy during World War II was vastly
greater in scope. As early as 1939–well
before America entered the war in December, 1941–Roosevelt authorized FBI
Director J. Edgar Hoover to collect information on people to be interned if war
broke out. Much, if not all, of the information was unsubstantiated allegations
from unnamed sources, but once a
person’s name was on the FBI list only
death could remove it.
The United States started to intern
German and Italian merchant seamen in
U.S. ports in April 1941 while the country was officially neutral–a clear violation of law. By October 1941, it had
formal plans for interning Germans and
Italians living in the United States, and
began implementing them on December 8, 1941–three days before the U.S.
was officially at war with Germany and
Italy. Some Germans who were naturalized citizens were stripped of U.S. citizenship so they could be interned “legally.”
The total number of enemy aliens interned by the Roosevelt Administration
was 31,275. This included 10,905 Germans, 16,849 Japanese, and 3,278 Italians. The rest consisted of Hungarians,
Romanians, Bulgarians, and others, with
Europeans constituting 46 percent of the
total. Among the internees were more
than 6,600 Latin Americans–approximately 4,100 Germans, 2,300 Japanese,
and 300 Italians–who were rounded up
by Latin American governments at the
request of the Roosevelt administration
and sent to the United States. All Japanese enemy aliens were released from
internment by June 1946, but some Ger-
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